iSPOT: a web tool to infer the interaction specificity of families of protein modules
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ABSTRACT

iSPOT (http://cbm.bio.uniroma2.it/ispot) is a web tool developed to infer the recognition specificity of protein module families; it is based on the SPOT procedure that utilizes information from position-specific contacts, derived from the available domain/ligand complexes of known structure, and experimental interaction data to build a database of residue–residue contact frequencies. iSPOT is available to infer the interaction specificity of PDZ, SH3 and WW domains. For each family of protein domains, iSPOT evaluates the probability of interaction between a query domain of the specified families and an input protein/peptide sequence and makes it possible to search for potential binding partners of a given domain within the SWISS-PROT database. The experimentally derived interaction data utilized to build the PDZ, SH3 and WW databases of residue–residue contact frequencies are also accessible. Here we describe the application to the WW family of protein modules.

INTRODUCTION

Protein–protein interactions are of particular interest as they play an important role in regulating several biological processes within the cell, such as metabolic pathways, progression through cell cycle, protein synthesis and DNA replication (1). Families of protein modules often mediate protein–protein interactions by recognizing short sequence motifs within their target proteins. The ability to infer the recognition specificity of such families would help to increase our knowledge of protein interaction networks. Many computational methods can be used to infer protein interactions when interaction data are available in the form of binding peptide lists: regular expressions, which can be used to scan a protein sequence or a database of protein sequences to identify potential partners of interaction, and the Position Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSMs) (2,3). To this aim, specific tools such as PatMatch at the SGD™ (Saccharomyces Genome Database) (4), ScanProsite (5) or profile search software (2,6) can be used. Different methodologies can be applied when the domain and/or the domain/ligand complex of known structures are available, such as homology modelling and protein docking based methods (7,8) or Virtual Interaction Profile (VIP) (9).

The SPOT procedure (10) has been developed to infer the recognition specificity of families of protein modules. Given a family of protein modules, the analysis of all the complexes of known structure available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) between a member of the family and one ligand allows the identification of contact residues in the binding surface.

The defined residue–residue interaction networks between the domain and its ligand, together with the experimentally-derived interaction data, can be used to define a database of frequencies of residue–residue contact pairs in established contact positions in the binding surface of stable experimental complexes. The procedure evaluates the probability of interaction between a domain and a peptide sequence with a score, corresponding to the sum of the residue pair frequencies in the domain-specific database. Thus, the prediction is based on the assumption that the interaction between two proteins can be described, in first approximation, as the sum of independent interactions between their contacting residues. Therefore the experimental information on interaction, contained at the level of domain and peptide sequence, is transferred by SPOT at the level of interacting residues. As a matter of fact, this transfer of information from whole sequence interacting pairs to residue interacting pairs makes it possible to infer the specificity of interaction for domain sequences of unknown structure and specificity on condition that at least some contact residues are identical to the ones observed in stable complexes.

The ability to infer the interaction specificity of protein modules whose interaction data are not available is a feature that makes iSPOT (11) unique in the landscape of the available tools for protein interaction prediction.

From the iSPOT home page (Fig. 1), the selection of the protein domain of interest can be operated among the SH3, PDZ and WW families. For each domain family, three links are available: (i) query protein sequence versus one or more
domain sequences; (ii) single domains versus the SWISS-PROT database; and (iii) interaction data.

We describe here, as an example, the use of the iSPOT web tool for WW domains.

PROTEIN SEQUENCE VERSUS ONE OR MORE WW DOMAIN SEQUENCES

The protein query sequence has to be entered in the proper box of the WW input form in FASTA format or as plain text without blank characters (Fig. 2). A SWISS-PROT–TrEMBL accession code can also be provided. Input sequences are expected to contain only one-letter code residues as described in the documentation available in the web pages. The user can select one or more WW domain sequences from the list reporting the name of all WW domain sequences contained in the Pfam database version 7.8 (12). The protein sequence is scanned at one-residue steps with an eight-residue-long window. A ranked list of WW domains is then reported according to their evaluated propensity to bind any peptide belonging to the input sequence (Fig. 3). The score is normalized on the value of the best peptide for the given WW domain, this being obtained considering, for each peptide position, the best ranking residue in the WW-specific database of frequencies of interacting residues (10). Scores <0.5 are not listed in the output. The output list produced in the ‘one sequence’ mode (when a single protein sequence is submitted for prediction versus one or more domains) shows all the peptides of the query protein ranked according to their evaluated affinity for the selected domain/s. In the ‘more sequences’ mode, a list of SWISS-PROT–TrEMBL accession codes can be submitted for prediction. In this case, the output shows the best ranking peptide for each one of the submitted sequences. Peptides scoring lower than a fixed threshold are not displayed.

WW DOMAINS VERSUS SWISS-PROT

For each available WW domain in the SPOT multiple alignment, potential binding partners found in the SWISS-PROT database (13) are reported. For each WW domain and query protein, only the highest-scoring peptide is reported. If the user wants to focus on a specific WW domain/SWISS-PROT sequence pair, the protein sequence in FASTA format can be retrieved (clicking on the available link) and then used as a query sequence in the ‘Protein sequence versus one or more WW domain sequences’ prediction form.

INTERACTION DATA

Experimentally derived interaction data have been used to build the WW domain database of residue–residue contact frequencies. These data, together with their references, are accessible in the third link available from the iSPOT query form (Fig. 1).
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